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INTRODUCTION 

The Hybrid (fusion-fission) reactor is defined as any fusion reactor 

with a fissile or fertile blanket. The concept is one that has been 

proposed since the advent of the fusion reactor program. Recently, two 

major roles have been identified for th.e hybrid reactor.^ ' One role 

is that of a breeder of fissile fuel only and the other role is that of a 

self-contained power plant which also breeds fissile fuel. Investigations 

have been and are being carried out to determine the characteristics of 

the hybrid in both of these roles. 

Much of the recent work at Pacific Northwest Laboratories (PNL) has 

(2) 
concentrated on the role of the hybrid reactor as a power plant.^ ' One 

of the original hybrid proposals envisioned the use of a fusion reactor as 
(3) 

a breeder of fissile fuel.^ ' More recently, Lidsky proposed using a 

fusion reactor as a source of bred fissile material to feed a molten 

(4) 
salt reactor.^ ' In another variation, Lubin and Hurwitz propose to use 

a laser fusion device to enrich light water reactor fuel either prior to 

or after its exposure in a fission reactor.^ ' ' Finally, one of the apparent 

long-term goals of the two component torus (TCT) experiment is the development 

of a hybrid fissile fuel factor.^ ' Thus, there seems to be growing interest 

in the use of a hybrid reactor as a fissile fuel factory. This interest is 

apparently tirought about by its promise of achieving a relatively near term 

payoff for investment in fusion research and development., A fissile fuel 

factory is defined as a hybrid reactor employed solely for the breeding 

of fissile fuel from uranium or thorium. Any heat produced in the process 

is released to the atmosphere with no electrical generation. 
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In this paper, some of the hybrid concepts which have been proposed 

to date will be separated into groups according to their apparent neutronic 

characteristics. Then, an attempt will be made to identify these hybrid 

groups with two possible roles in a nuclear economy (i.e., fuel breeding 

and direct power production). An analysis will be made to see if there is 

enough current information to determine which hybrid concepts appear most 

promising when assigned to these roles. In this way, specific Hybrid 

concepts may be identified with certain missions. It should be emphasized 

that, because of the lack of hybrid design definition, any conclusions arrived 

at in this analysis can only be considered informal speculation. 

The analysis will begin by first comparing the hybrid reactor concepts 

available on the basis that they are operated as fissile fuel factories. 

This is done by comparing their income producing potential for producing 

fissile fuel to that of the original fuel factory; i.e., the diffusion 

plant. In addition, for comparison purposes, the characteristics of a 

fast fission breeder reactor operating as a fuel factory are developed. 

Then one can rank the hybrid concepts as fuel factories and perhaps 

determine which, if any, of these concepts could compete with the 

diffusion plant. After this is done, a measure of the additional 

income which is available to each of the concepts from the sale of 

electrical power is computed in order that the various concepts be 

evaluated as power plants. Finally, an estimate of the capital costs of 

each of the concepts both as fuel factories and as power plants is made. 

A comparison of income production with capital cost allows assignment of 

the various concepts to specific roles. 

s 
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THE DIFFUSION PLANT AS A SOURCE OF FISSILE FUEL 

If one is considering operation of a hybrid reactor as a factory for 

fissile fuel only, (i.e., release of thermal heat to the environs), one 

logical place to start assessing the viability of this concept is to review 

the available alternatives for fissile fuel. In this way, economic goals 

can be identified which must be met by the fuel factory hybrid in order 

that it be competitive. The prime source of enriched fissile fuel is the 

diffusion plant. 

Currently, the cost of 93% enriched U is $15.28/gm-fissile from 

a diffusion plant. This value is based on a value of $44.25/separative 

work unit (SWU), a tails assay of 0.3% and a uranium cost of iS/lb-U^Og.^ ' 

Plutonium bred in thermal reactors has an estimated value in the range from 

.5 to .7 times 93% enriched uranium in thermal reactors due to fabrication 

penalties and higher isotope concentrations. Uranium-233 bred from thorium 

currently has an estimated value in the range from 1 to 1.1 times 93% 

enriched uranium in thermal fission reactors.^ ' The specific value of both 

bred plutonium and uranium-233 is dependent on the reactor specified and 

relates in part of the fabrication cost. If the price of U^Og should rise 

to $16/lb, the price of 93% enriched uranium becomes about $19/gm. At 

$24/lb for U^Og, the price becomes about $24/gm. If the price of separative 

work should increase by 50% with the orice of uranium remaining stationary 

at $8/lb, then the price of 93% uranium becomes about $20/gm.^ '̂  

These parameters constitute an approximate economic goal which any 

competing fuel factory concept must meet. That is, in order for the fuel 

factory hybrid to be competitive, it must produce fissile fuel at prices 
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whichi are competitive with the primary source of fissile fuel at that 

point in time which the hybrid fuel factory is proposed to be introduced. 

In this analysis, differences in the value of the bred fuel are ignored. 

This is due primarily to the lack of knowledge of the composition of the 

bred fuel. There is some evidence that fuel bred in a hybrid is of higher 

(2) value than reactor bred fuel.^ ' The state of the art of hybrid technology 

does not at this time allow for such fine definition. 

THE FAST BREEDER FISSION REACTOR AS A FUEL FACTORY 

To initiate the analysis of the fuel factory concept, an analysis of 

a high gain fast breeder fission reactor as a fissile fuel factory is 

performed. The fast breeder fission reactor is a useful place to 

initiate the discussion because, among other things, much more is known 

about this concept than about the hybrid reactor. 

Using an approach suggested by Fortesque,^ ' assume that one wishes 

to operate a high gain fast breeder reactor which produces fissile fuel 

at the rate of Ej, gms/kW(t)-hr and that any heat generated in the process 

is dumped ultimately to the atmosphere, (i.e., no electrical generation, 

thus the discussion here is in thermal kilowatts). Assume that the 

capital charge of the reactor (Cc) in units of MILLS/Kw(t)-hr is known. 

The capital charge is defined as the rate of return required from the 

reactor based on a given unit capital cost, interest rate, and reactor 

load factor. Then, if as a minimum, one wishes to sell the bred fuel at 

a rate such that only the capital costs are recovered, one can relate 

this rate (Ec) in $/gm to the capital charge (Cc) and production rate 

(Ep) by: 

g 
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Ec = Cc x 10 ^ (1) 

^R 

The net production rate of the reactor, allowing for replenishment of the 

breeder reactor fuel, can be related to the fission rate, (Fj,) (in units of 

gms f1ssioned/Kw(t)-hr) and the reactor conversion ratio (Cn) by the 

relationship 

E, = F^(V1) (2) 

where the conversion ratio is defined here at the ratio of the rate of 

production of fissile fuel divided by the rate of loss of fissile fuel. 

Combining the above two relationships results in: 

Ec = Cc X 10""^ (3) 

r,TcpT 

The fission rate can be approximated by the relationship that the 

fission of one gram of material results in the release of 1 megawatt day 

(MWD) of thermal energy. Thus, we take Fn to be equal to: 

FR = 1 gm/MWD = 4.167 x 10"^ gms/kW(t)-hr. 

10^"^|l|nr27TlR£w^ 

The capital charge of the reactor (Cc) (no thermal conversion system is 

required) in MILLS/Kw(t)~hr can be calculated from the capital cost (Cc') 

(in $/kW(t) installed) of the reactor by the relationship: 

1 
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CC = Cc' X 10^ X i X ^ ^^^ 
uc uc X lu X p X 24 HRS/DAY x 365 DAYS/YEAR 

where, F = reactor load factor 

I = Interest charge rate on invested capital 

If a reactor load factor of 80% and an interest charge rate of 14% are 

assumed, then 

Cc = Cc' 0.01998 MILLS/kW(t)-hr (5) 

Substitution of the above fission rate (Fn) and capital charge (Cc) into 

equation (e) results in: 

EC = ^SLMm (6) 
(C,-l) 

The above equation relates the cost at which fissile fuel from a fast 

breeder fission reactor must be sold (in units of $/gm) in order to 

recover the capital charge only (no consideration being given to fuel or 

other operating charges) as a function of the installed capital unit cost 

of the reactor (in units of $/kW(t)) and fissile fuel conversion ratio. 

In Figure 1, Equation 6 is graphed as a function of various fast 

breeder reactor conversion ratios and installed unit capital costs for 

a capital charge rate of 14% and a reactor load factor of 80%. 

i 



FIGURE 1 
COST OF FUEL FACTORY FISSILE FUEL AS A FUNCTION OF INSTALLED CAPITAL COST 
AND FUEL CONVERSION RATIOS 
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Recall that 93% enriched fuel from the diffusion process currently 

sells for about $15/gm and could be expected to rise to perhaps $25/gm 

at some point in the future. The relationship shown in Figure 1 indicates 

that at a conversion ratio of 1.5, for example, a maximum installed cost of 

about $26/kW(t) would allow for capital cost recovery at a sale price of 

$25/gm. In reality, fast breeder fission reactor conversion ratios are 

lower than this value and installed capital costs are higher.^ ' Fortesque 

used $50/kW(t) for a unit capital cost in his analysis.^ ' Other estimates 

are available in the range of $100/kW(t). At $50/kW(t), and a breeding rati 

of 1.5, the fuel must sell for $48/gm to recover capital costs only and at 

a unit capital cost of $100/kW(t) and a breeding ratio of 1.5, the bred fuel 

must sell for $96/gm. 

Thus, this analysis shows that the fast breeder fission reactor can

not compete with the diffusion plant as a fuel factory only. It must sell 

a significant amount of electrical power in order to justify the capital 

expenditure. Indeed, this is the case. Review of fast breeder reactors 

indicates that most of the revenue from the plant comes from the sale of 

(12) 
electrical power and a minor portion from the sale of fissile fuel.^ ' 

A fundamental reason that this reactor is not competitive as a 

fissile fuel factory apparently is that the diffusion plant profits from 

the conversion of relatively cheap uranium into a much more valuable end 

product while at the same time, the breeder gains anly fractionally because 

its product is no more valuable than its feed.^ ' 

i 
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ConsideVlrig the hybrid fuel factory, it would appear that any hybrid 

concept based on enriched fuel would suffer the same difficulty. Analysis 

(2) 
of the PNL/LLV Mirror Hybrid Reactor, as presently designed,^ ' by this 

method indicates that the reactor can cost no more than $3.1/kW(t) in 

order that it be competitive with the diffusion plant because of its low 

current convei^sion ratio. While hybrid cost numbers are virtually unknown, 

this appears to be ̂  ridiculously low capital cost. Thus, it appears that 

a successful,fuel factory must have a high conversion ratio and operate on 

non-eariched'(i.e., cheao) fuel. 

THE llylAlD (FUSION-FISSION) REACTOR AS A FUEL FACTORY 

The next step is to develop an analysis model for the CTR similar to 

that developed for* enriched high gain fast breeder reactors in order to 

determine thfe ̂ robdble characteristics of a hybrid fuel factory CTR. If, 

froffl such a'(hidel, one could determine the characteristics of a hybrid 

fuel fdctory, then one could perhaps make a judgment as to whether a hybrid 

fuel factory is indeed a practical concept. 

} 

Rdlteftb# that Equation (1) related to the plant capital charge (Cc), 

f i ss i l e fuel waduction rate (Ej,) and the minimum f i ss i l e fuel cost 

(E^) by 

E c * | c ^ Q - 3 . $ (1) 
E« « gm 

'tl^^V : : " 

I 
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For a non-enriched fuel factory, the term £„ must be redefined because there 

is no requirement to reinvest enriched fissile fuel into the reactor if 

non-enriched Hybrids only are considered. In addition, low energy 

multiplication hybrids would have a significant amount of their energy 

produced by the fusion process. Thus, one cannot relate fissile fuel 

production to power output in a linear manner. 

238 238 235 
If one defines F as the rate of U capture reactions, F- as 

?3*5 238 23R 

the rate of U fission reactions, Fp as the rate of U fission reactions 
and F as the fusion reaction rate in a hybrid reactor, one can write: 

FfQ K̂  gms 

«̂ ^ 2 0 0 ( F P . F238) ., 17.6 F̂  ' K^WtThT ^'^ 

The above relationship assumes a fission energy release of 200 MeV per 

event and a fusion energy reaction release of 17.6 MeV (i.e., the 

deuterium-tritium reaction). K̂  is a conversion factor from atoms 

produced to grams produced and K^ is a conversion factor from MeV to 

kW(t)-hr. Thus, the units of EQ become gms of fissile fuel produced per 

kilowatt-hour of thermal energy produced just as in the previous analysis. 

Assuming a value of 3.95 x 10"^^ grams of ̂ ^^U per atom of ^^% (K^) 

-20 
and a value of 4.44 x 10 kW(t)-hrs per MeV (Kg), one can then write: 

p238 

Ej, = 0.889 X 10"^ j:^^—I^E — (8) 
^ 200(F^^^ + F̂ "*̂ ) + 17.6 F̂^ 

One can substitute this relationship for E„ into Equation 1 and obtain: 
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Cc 200(Fp^^ + F^^) + 17.6 F -
Ec = --^---^fL- J: ^___-JL_ X 10"-̂  (9) 

F " ° X 0.889 x 10""̂  c 

If, as before, one uses a reactor load factor of 80% and an interest charge 

rate of 14%, then: 

,̂ 200(Fp^^® + Fp^^) + 17.6 F 

Ec = 7238 ^ 2.24 x 10^^ (^Q) 

c 

In the analysis of a system designed for U fissile production, F is 

replaced by F^^^ (the capture rate for ultimate formation of ^^^U), Fp"̂ ^ 

Is taken as zero, and Fp is replaced by Fp which is the fission reaction 

rate for '̂ '̂ '̂ U. 

Equation (10) is the model which will be used in the following 233 

analysis. Notice that if Fp^^ "" ^n ^ ^.O and if one defines C^ - 1 == -~^, 
Fp 

then Equation (10) becomes consistent with Equation (6). The minor 

numerical discrepancy comes about because of the use of 1 gm fissioned 

per megawatt-day, on the one hand, and 200 MeV per fission, on the other 

hand, neither of which are strictly correct. 

235 
In developing Equation (10), parasitic (n,Y) absorptions in U have 

been ignored. This will turn out to be a minor factor in the hybrids which 

will be analyzed here. Also, notice that provision has been made in the 

238 
equation for U fission. This is a reaction which can potentially be 

much moye important in hybrid reactors than in fission reactors. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE INCOME POTENTIAL OF SOME SPECIFIC HYBRID CONCEPTS 

In using the model as developed in Equation (10) in order to determine 

the income potential of hybrid reactors as fuel factoriesi one is faced with 

one of the facts of the current state of hybrid reactor development. There 

has been relatively little analysis of possible hybrid reactor designs to 

date. Moreover, all of the calculations that have been performed are deficient 

in one or more ways. Common deficiencies include use of inadequate data, 

performing calculations at room rather than at operating temperature, and 

lack of engineering reality in blanket designs. The session on hybrid reactors 

(13) included in the First ANS Topical Conference on Fusion Reactors^ ' constitutes 

an acceptable summary of the technical analyses which have been performed to 

date on this concept. In general the hybrid concept characteristics reported 

are taken uncritically 1ri this analysis. 

Table I summarizes the characteristics of the hybrid designs which have 

been selected for analysis here. For purposes of this analysis, we will 

identify the designs by the name of the lead author. In the case of duplicate 

lead authors, the designs are also assigned a number. 
fl4) G. W. Braun and L. M. Lidsky^ ^ have proposed a hybrid reactor based on 

the theta pinch fusion reactor concept. The blanket is fueled with natural 

uranium and is cooled with lithium. The blanket 1s cylindrical in shape. The 

blanket is 40 cm thick and has an inner radius of approximately 20 cm. It has 

a 20 cm graphite reflector surrounding the blanket. The lithium is enriched to 
fi ? 

30% in Li . The device operates with a lO/MW/M neutron wall loading and a 

blanket power density of 60 kW/l1ter. The theta pinch device employed is running 

at breakeven conditions and Is 1000 meters in length. It has an apparent thermal 

output of 60,000 MWt. 



TABLE I. Hybrid Reactors Analyzed 

AUTHORS 

BRAUN 

LIDSKYV'4] 

LEE ^15^ 

PARISH AND 
DRAPER ̂ '̂ ^ 

PARISH AND, 
DRAPER i'/) 

LONTAI (̂ ^̂  

LIDSKY^^^^ 

MANISCALCO 
AND 

WOOD(20) 

FUEL 
CYCLE 

URANIUM 

URANIUM 

URANIUM 

THORIUM 

URANIUM 
(DEPLETED) 

THORIUM 

URANIUM 

COOLANT 

LITHIUM 

He 

LITHIUM 

LITHIUM 

LiyiBEFgl 

^^4 

Liy; BEFg 

ThFy 

LITHIUM(7) 

STRUCTURE 

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
(?) 

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

NIOBIUM 

NIOBIUM 

MOLYBDENUM 

TZM 

NIOBIUM 

MODERATOR 

».,— 

— -

SAME 
AS 

COOLANT 

GRAPHITE 
PLUS 

COOLANT 

Li^H 

BLANKET 
POWER 

DENSITY 
(kW(t)/liter) \ 

50 

39 

300-30 

203-56 

r-t'f!. 

.90 

87.3 

FERTILE 
CAPTURES 

PER 
FUSION 
NEUTRON 

.883 ̂ °^ 

1.5 

.6654 

.3118* 

,185 

.3995* 

3.51 

"•^-TFHRTOT" 
FISSIONS 

PER 
FUSION 
NUETRON 

.053(0) 

.074 

.0315 

T--̂ '̂ '̂  

— — 

1.655 

FAST 
FISSIONS 

PER 
FUSION 
NEUTRON 

.300(°) 

.536 

.1986 

.0472+ 

,095 

•wr-^" 

5.69 

FRACTION 1 
OF t 

ENERGY ! 
FISSION ! 

.800 

•,874 

.723 , 

.316 

,51 a 

0.0 

.962 

! 

D - DERIVED * - Capture rate for '''"'Th + - Fission rate for '̂'̂ '̂Th 
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(15) 

J. D. Lee^ ' has proposed a hybrid reactor based on the mirror (Yin-Yang) 

fusion reactor concept. The blanket is fueled with natural uranium and is cooled 

with helium. The blanket is spherical in shape, has an inner radius of 4.8 

meters and is 1 meter thick. The blanket is divided into an inner fissile 

region and an outer tritium breeding region. The fissile region is 20 cm 

thick. The fissile region has a power density of 39 kW/liter. Uranium carbide 

fuel is used. It has a nominal thermal power output of 2500 MWt. 
(16) 

Parish and Draper^ ' have designed a hybrid reactor apparently based on 

TOKAMAK geometry. The blanket has a toroidal shape. The blanket is fueled with 

natural uranium and cooled with lithium. The blanket has an inner radius of 

200 cm and an outer radius of 300 cm. The fissile region of the blanket has an 

inner radius of 204 cm and an outer radius of 230 cm. Regions beyond the fissile 

region include lithium and graphite regions. The device has a neutron wall loading 
2 

of 10 MW/m and the fissile blanket has a power density which ranges from 300 kW/ 

liter to about 30 kW/liter. 

Parish and Draper^ ' have also conducted a comparison study to the one 

reported above with the emphasis on thorium fuel. The fission fuel consists of 

ThOp rods clad in niobium. Natural liquid lithium was chosen to be the coolant 

for the fissioning regions of the blanket. The fissile region is 13 cm thick. 

The total blanket, which is toroidal in shape, has a 200 cm inner radius and 

300 cm outer radius. The fissile region has an inner radius of 200.5 cm. The 

fissile blanket has a power density which ranges from 203 kW/liter to 56 kW/liter. 

Lontai^ ' designed a hybrid reactor fueled with UF. (depleted) in a fused 

salt coolant. The fusion device is unspecified. The total blanket is 51.0 cm 

thick with a 49 cm thick uranium fueled region outside of a 1.5 cm thick coolant 
2 

region. The vacuum wall is 1 cm thick molybdenum with a 5 MW/m neutron wall 

loading. The lithium is 50°/ Li^. 
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Lidsky^ has proposed a true fuel factory concept based on a thorium 

bearing Li-Be salt fuel as developed in the molten salt reactor program. 

The fusion device has a 125 cm plasma radius. The blanket is 85.75 cm thick 

with a 30 cm thick thorium fueled region. The fusion reactor has a neutron 

wall loading of 1 MW/m^. 

Manlscalco and Wood^ ' describe a hybrid design based on a natural enriched 

uranium Li H moderated blanket. The blanket uses the convertor/lattice concept. 

The design is intended for use in conjunction with a D-T laser fusion device. 

The blanket is spherical with an inner radius of 220 cm and an outer radius of 

320 cm. The converter is 8.5 cm thick and the lattice is 42 cm thick. The device 
2 

has a neutron wall loading of 1 MW/m . 

An analysis of the hybrid concepts developed in Table I is given in Table II. 

In Table 11 the fissile production rate of the various concepts is given in units 

of gms/kW(t)-hr (En). The maximum allowable capital cost of the reactor as a 

function of several assumed market values for fissile fuel for the sale of fissile 

fuel only and for the sale of both fissile fuel and electric power is given based 

on equation (10). This latter parameter is calculated by assuming that the 

energy created in operating the fuel factory is not dumped, but rather is con

verted to electricity at an efficiency of 40% and sold at 7.96 mills/kW(e)(^-'-' 

while the bred fissile fuel is sold at 15 $/gm. These values correspond to the 

approximate current values for these items. Because inflationary forces which 

would increase these values in future years would tend to Increase other parameters 

(such as plant capital cost), a relative comparison at current price levels is 

felt to be useful in drawing preliminary conclusions about the possible future 

development of the hybrid reactor. 
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In Table II, the maximum possible capital cost or potential income of 

the device when used only as a fuel factory is calculated for three possible 

fissile fuel prices. The 15 $/gm cost is approximately equivalent to present 

day costs. The 20 $/gm and 24 $/gm values are used both to depict possible 

future events and to indicate the impact of future price changes. One should 

be aware that the maximum possible capital cost or potential Income given here 

is just that. No allowance has been made for fuel and operating costs, as this 

is merely a speculative upper bound analysis. Actually, to be economically 

competitive, the capital costs would have to be lower in order that the other 

costs (i.e., operational) could also be recovered. That is, the values given 

in Table II can be viewed as either the maximum capital cost at which a given 

concept can be competitive or they can be viewed as the maximum potential income 

from the design. This approach will allow one to make relative comparisons 

between designs. Determination of the absolute costs would require more detailed 

analysis. 

In reviewing the results of the analysis shown in Table 11, certain aspects 

become apparent. The three fast uranium blankets (Braun and Lidsky, Lee, Parish 

and Draper^ ') exhibit remarkably similar characteristics under this analysis 

model even though they contain different structural materials, different coolants, 

etc. and perhaps as importantly, have been analyzed neutronically with different 

methods and data. Apparently, the fact that they are all fast spectrum devices 

results in differences in detailed design having relatively little impact on their 

characteristics when analyzed in this matter. This similarity allows them to be 

discussed as one group. 
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TABLE II. Sumnary of the Potential Income 
for Various Hybrid Concepts 

AUTHORS 

BRAUN 
AND 
LIDSKY 

LEE 

1 PARISH 
AND 
DRAPER-1 

PARISH 
AND 
DRAPER-2 

LONTAI 

LIDSKY 

I MANISCALCO 
AND 
WOOD 

GMS-FISSILE 
PRODUCED PER 
kW(t)-HR(Ef^) 

8.89x10"^ 

9.51x10"^ 

9.33x10'^ 

1.025x10"^ 

4.49x10"^ 

2,02x10"^ 

6.75x10"^ 

MAXIMUM 
POTENTIAL 
INCOME AT 
$15/gm in 
$/kW(t) 

67.0 

71.7 

70.3 

77.1 

33.8 

152.0 

50.8 

MAXIMUM 
POTENTIAL 
INCOME AT 
$20/gm in 
$/kW(t) 

89.3 

95,6 

93.7 

103.0 

45.1 

203.0 

. 67.7 

MAXIMUM ! 
POTENTIAL 
INCOME AT ' 
$24/gm In 
$kW(t) 

107.0 

115.0 

112.0 

123.3 

54.1 

1 243.0 

81.3 

MAXIMUM r 
POTENTIAL INCOME 

$15/gm FOR 
FISSiLE FUEL AND 

7.96 MILLS/kW(e)-HR. 
FOR ELECTRIC 

POWER IN $/kW(t) 

226 

231 

229 

236 

193 

an 

i 210 
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The fast thorium system of Parish and Draper has a higher fissile producti 

rate per unit of thermal power when compared to the uranium system of Parish and 

Draper. This results in higher potential income for this design per unit of 

thermal power for all cases considered. 

The high multiplication and thermal system of Maniscalo and Wood apoarently 

must have a lower potential income than either the low multiplication fast 

uranium systems or the design of Lidsky. The reason for this is that it takes 

relatively little advantage from ^^^U fast fission. As ^^% is only fissionable 

in special spectrums, one is not penalized (economically) for its use compared 

235 
to U which is fissionable in many spectra. 

Lontai's design apparently has the lowest potential income. This is due 

primarily to the relatively low U absorption in his particular concept. 

Lidsky's design, according to this analysis^ has the highest potential 

income. This comes about because of his much higher ratio of fertile absorptions 

per unit of energy. This^ in turn, comes about because he has designed for zero 

fissions and depends solely on fusion for primary energy creation. Thus, he 

releases many more neutrons per unit of energy. This results in a much higher 

allowable capital cost. 

In general 5 the fast uranium systems are apparently equivalent to a fast 

breeder reactor, analyzed in the same way, with a conversion ratio of 3.24. 

(Using a capital cost of $70/kW(t)-hr, a representative value for the fast 

system at 15 $/gm.) Lidsky's device is comparable to a fast breeder reactor 

with a breeding ratio of 5.86. A H machines analyzed here are apparently more 

attractive as fuel factories than the fast breeder reactor at credible fast 

reactor conversion rates (i.e., Co 1^1.5). In summary, the higher the conver

sion ratio, the higher the permissable capital cost.) 
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What are the chances of the hybrid reaching these capital cost values? 

The Princeton design, a pure fusion reactor, 1s estimated to cost $230/kW(t) 

(22] 
with no electrical generating equipment.^ ' The maximum competitive CTR 

(23) capital cost for CTR fuel factory was estimated based on Deonigl's ' 

analysis. It must be less than $134/kW(t) in 1974 dollars as a mature design 

based on a LMFBR capital cost of $460/kW(e). Thus, aoparently a fuel factory 

of Lidsky's design has an opportunity to be economically attractive if the 

capital cost goal of the fusion program can be met. If this goal cannot be 

met, none of the fuel factory concepts appear attractive. 

The income from the sale of both fissile fuel and power shown in Table II 

is useful in the following way. Assuming that one wishes to achieve additional 

income from a fuel factory by selling power directly, one can develop the 

impact of this additional source of revenue on the allowable capital cost. Thus, 

Lidsky's design has the highest potential Income but the allowable capital cost 

increase is only a factor of two from selling power, much of which could be 

cancelled by having to buy electrical generating equipment, (traditionally, about 

40% of the cost of a power plant). In addition, with no energy multiplication 

in the Lidsky design, 1t seems probable that the installed cost per kilowatt 

might be higher than the moltiplving systems. 
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COST ANALYSIS OF HYBRID CONCEPTS 

To complement the potential income analysis developed previously, pre

liminary cost estimates of the various hybrid concepts both as fuel factories 

and as combined fuel factory power producers are developed. For the magnetically 

confined devices, great reliance is placed on the cost analysis developed by Mills, 

(22) 
et.al.^ ' for the Princeton fusion power plant. For the laser approach, the 

values of Maniscalco^ ^ are used. 

Certain costs generally would be invariant for a fusion device whether or not 

it is a hybrid machine. These costs are developed in Tables III and IV using the 

Atomic Energy Commission Guide for Economic Evaluation of Nuclear Reactor Plant 

Design and are taken in large part from reference 23. 

Table III lists the invariant cost for the fuel feretory approach where as 

Table IV lists the invariant costs for the power plant. The major difference 

between the two costs 1s the absence of the turbine generator system from the 

fuel factory concept. 

The area of major variable costs apparently exists in Account No. 22, the 

reactor plant equipment. This cost is determined, in a crude sense, by a trade

off between the more costly blanket of the Hybrid and the possibly cheaper plasma 

confinement system. 

Table V gives an estimate of the cost of the reactor plant equipment as a 

function of hybrid energy multiplication. The cost of the magnetic confinement 

system 1s a function of the square of the magnetic field and therefore is 

a strong function of the energy multiplication of the design. On the other 

hand, the cost of the fissile blanket 1s assumed to be a "^^ry weak function 

of the design energy multiplication. This results in the capital cost of the 

reactor plant appearing to approach a asymptotic limit at an energy multi

plication of about 10. 
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TABLE III. Invariant Capital Costs for 
Hybrid as a Fuel Factory 

Account 

20 

+21 

*23 

24 

25 

+91 

+92 

93 

No. 

Land and Privilege Acquisition 

Structures and Facilities 

Turbine Plant Equipment 

Electric Plant Equipment 

Miscellaneous Plant Equipment 

Construction Facilities, Equipment and Services 

Engineering Services 

Other Costs 

$/kW(t) 

.19 

18.09 

4.46 

1.90 

3.05 

10.40 

5.60 

5.10 

Total 48.79 

+Not truly invariant 
*No electrical generation, but some necessary functions still performed here. 
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TABLE IV. Invariant Capital Costs for 
Hybrid as a Power Plant 

Account No. 

20 Land and Privilege Acquisition 

*21 Structures and Facilities 

23 Turbine Plant Equipment 

24 Electrical Plant Equipment 

Miscellaneous Plant Equipment 25 

*91 Construction Facilities, Equipment 
and Services 

*92 Engineering Services 

93 Other Costs 

$/kW(t) 

.19 

18.90 

23.52 

6.01 

3.€5 

li,56 

6.22 

5,66 

Total 75.11 

*Not truly invariant 
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Account No. 

22 

221 

221.1 

221.2 

221.21 

221.22 

221.23 

221.24 

221.26 

221.27 

SUBTOTAL 

221.3 

221.4 

221.41 

221.42 

SUBTOTAL 

221.5 

221.6 

221.61 

221.62 

221.63 

221.64 

SUBTOTAL 

221.7 

222 

Cost of the Reactor Plant Equipment as 
a Function of Hybrid Energy Mul t ip l i ca t ion 
in $/kM{t) 

Reactor Plant Equipment 

Nuclear Island 

Reactor Supports and Foundations 

Magnet Systems 

Toroidal Field Magnets 

Divertor Magnets 

Vert ical Field Magnets 

Control Field Magnets 

Magnet Protection System 

Power Supplies for Magnets and 

Protection Devices 

ACCOUNT 221.2 

Dewar and Refrigeration System 

Coolant Inventory 

Cryogenic Coolant 

Reactor Coolant 

ACCOUNT 221.4 

Divertor and Vacuum Vessel 

Shields, Blankets and Cooling 

Breeding Blanket 

Shielding Blanket 

Other Biological Shields 

Blanket Cooling System 

ACCOUNT 221.6 

Fuel In ject ion System 

Main Heat Transfer and Transport 

Energy 
Mul t ip l ica t ion 

Equals 1 

6.41 

11.65 

.5 

1.24 

.40 

.80 

6.33 

20.97 

15.58 

.36 

.08 

.44 

5.66 

26.89 

3.51 

.14 

16.08 

46.62 

Energy 
Mul t ip l i ca t ion 

Equals 2 

4.27 

3.0 

.12 

.30 

.1 

.21 

.40 

4.13 

3.90 

.09 

.08 

.17 

3.77 

26.89 

3.51 

.14 

16.08 

46.62 

225 

226 

227 

TOTAL ($/kW # 

Equipment 

Deuterium and Tr i t ium Handling 

System and Inventory 

Other Plant Equipment 

Instrumentation and Controls 

ACCOUNT 22 

33.49 

1.49 

1.24 

2.00 

133.90 

33.49 

.75 

1.24 

2.00 

100,34 

Energy 
Mul t ip l icat ion 

Equals 5 

3.21 

.69 

.62 

.09 

2.83 

46.62 

33.49 

.30 

1.24 

2.00 

91.09 

Energy 
Mul t ip l ica t ion 

Equals 10 

2.14 

.02 

.05 

.02 

.03 

.1 

.01 

.08 

26.89 

3.51 

.14 

16.08 

.2 

.15 

.09 

1.89 

26.89 

3.51 

.14 

16.08 

46.62 

33.49 

.14 

1.24 

2.00 

87.96 
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In Table VI, a capital cost summary for each of the design concepts 

is given. This summary is given in present dollars and includes the cost 

of interest during construction. For each design, the capital cost summary 

is developed based on the neutronic properties of the device and the values 

in Tables III, IV, and V. The exception is the design of Manlscalco and 

Wood. In this instance, the capital cost figures were directly available 

from Reference 20 and only needed to be placed in the required format. 

SUMMARY 

The results shown in Table II permits relative comparisons of the 

possible income which can come from variously proposed hybrid reactor 

concepts both as fissile fuel factories and as producers of both fissile 

fuel and power. Both as fuel factories and as power plants, the Lidsky 

design has the highest potential income per installed unit of power. Then 

as a group come the fast lattice designs. Next comes the thorium design 

of Parish and Draper. The high multiplication device of Manlscalco comes 

fourth and the lowest is Lontai's design. Apparently, Lidsky's design 

has an opportunity to be successful in the role of a fuel factory if the 

unit cost goal for fusion reactor proposed by Deonigi can be met. A hybrid 

fuel factory apparently should be designed for a few fissions as possible, 

which by extension implies the use of the thorium cycle, an extremely 

thermal lattice, and short residence time for the fuel in the blanket. 
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TABLE VI. Capital Cost Estimates in Hybrid Designs 
in $/Kw(t) 

FUEL POWER 
AUTHORS FACTORY PLANT 

BRAUN 170 200 
AND 
LIDSKY 

LEE 170 200 

PARISH 170 200 
AND 
DRAPER-1 

PARISH 190.00 230 
AND 
DRAPER-2 

LONTAI 180 210 

LIDSKY 220 250 

MANISCALCO 190 240 
AND 
WOOD 
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When considering Hybrid design for production of both power and fissile 

fuel (i.e., low multiplication hybrid), the assumption of constant fissile 

blanket cost may be incorrect due to power density considerations. Con

sidering the available fission technologies, the fast neutron lattices 

(both gas and liquid metal fueled) tend to allow for higher blanket power 

densities than the thermal systems (both gas and molten salt cooled). 

A gas cooled fast breeder reactor lattice can have a power density of 

258 kW/l1ter(24), A liquid metal fast breeder reactor can have a power 

density of 215 kW/literv25). /\ molten salt breeder reactor can have a 

power density of 22.5 kW/liter^^e). j^ jabie I, the fast gas lattice 

designs and the liquid metal designs have power densities ranging from 300 

to 30 kW/liter. The molten salt concept has a much lower power density. 

Thus, one can develop from Table II, last, column, the maximum possible 

capital cost of each concept, for the sale of both power and fissile fuel, 

per liter of active core. If this is done, one finds that there is an 

apparent preference for the high power density concepts. 

Considering Table VI, one finds that Lidsky's design is most expensive 

and that the fast systems are apparently the least expensive. If Maniscalco's 

design is eliminated on the grounds that its costs were developed in a manner 

which is possible inconsistent with the others, one finds a decreasing unit 

capital cost for energy multiplications out to about 10 and then a leveling 

of capital cost. On the basis of these speculative estimates, none of the 

fuel factories appears attractive. This is particularly true if one considers 

the cost of electrical power at 7.96 mills/kW (e) required for fuel factory 

operation. When considered as power plants, both the fast system and Lidsky's 

system appear attractive. 
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On the basis of the preliminary speculative analysis given, a number 

of conclusions have been made: 

t A fissile fuel factory appears most attractive when designed 

for zero fissions (not truly possible) and which, therefore, 

utilizes the thorium cycle. 

® None of the fuel factory concepts appear to be attractive 

based on present cost estimates. 

$ The justification for high multiplication systems apparently rests 

on the possible need for these systems if a Lawson plasma 1s never 

achieved and thus energy is required for input to the plasma device, 

t The most attractive hybrid is apparently a combined fuel factory 

and power plant which is designed for no fissions, and, if that 

proves not to be possible in a practical sense, then the most 

attractive hybrid is the fast system optimized for ^^^U fissions. 

The last conclusion points out that there is strong economic incentive 

to build the hybrid which produces a high neutron population per unit of 

Installed power. In other words, the economic potential for a hybrid 

apparently rests on Its possible ability to approach a fast breeder reactor 

as a producer of power while at the same time surpassing it as a breeder 

of fissile fuel. 

In performing this study, a number of things became apparent which, 

while not constituting technical conclusions, could prove instructive in 

future studies. First of all, the results given here must be called 

speculative because of the need to accept all results uncritically. Thus, 

more design studies need to be performed by a number of different investi

gators in order that points of commonality, such as occurred in the fast 

systems, can be identified. Secondly, the apparent ability to analyze 
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diverse designs on a common basis by identifying various designs with their 

energy multiplication is most interesting. While the absolute values of 

both the income potential and capital cost will likely change with more 

detailed future analyses, the relative variations of performance with design 

energy multiplication might prove to be relatively fixed. If this is 

confirmed by future work, it will prove to be useful in directing the 

development of the hybrid reactor. 
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